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It’s no secret that CEOs and CFOs are under enormous pressure to ensure their 

investments will deliver value. Unfortunately, this means signing upfront, long-term 

contracts with vendors can be hard to justify.  

For this reason, Proof of Concepts (POCs) have become a norm for many SaaS startups 

looking to conquer enterprise sales. It’s a great way to get a foot in the door at a large 

enterprise, establish your business champion early on, and showcase that your product will 

succeed and solve a problem within the business before they’ve signed a formal contract.   

In short, POCs are a trial period where prospective customers can “try before they buy” and 

ideally convert to a paying customer. At the same time, it provides startups the chance to 

gain critical customer feedback on the product itself and to win customers over with a 

terrific product experience and prove out product ROI.   

We know that enterprise sales is a complex and often a long sales cycle, and POCs are 

often similar. That is why this playbook outlines of how to structure a SaaS POC, including 

a step-by-step framework and a POC Agreement template - in order to get your POC up-

and-running fast, so you can better close a full enterprise contract down the road.
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THE SAAS  
POC PROCESS Deploy3

Define Goals & Expectations 1
Determine if a POC is the right fit for your product

Define success criteria and the targeted pain points

Understand and define POC scope

Set Up2
Map out POC administrators and users

Map out intended POC timeline

Execute a POC agreement

Analyze Feedback 4
Gather customer feedback as they relate to your success criteria

Make necessary adjustments to the product roadmap

Scale 5
Re-engage with POC stakeholders

Create a roadmap to full-scale production

Execute a Master Services Agreement (MSA)



DETERMINE IF A 
POC IS A GOOD FIT yes no

Are you building 

a software solution?

yes no

Is your product  

deployable now?
A POC is likely  

not a fit 

yes no

Do you have a minimum 
viable product?

A POC is likely not 
a fit at this time

yes no

Do you have the resources 
to support a POC? 

(team bandwidth, finances, etc.)

A POC is likely not 
a fit at this time

A POC is a fit! A POC is likely not 
a fit at this time



KEY WORDS TO KNOW

POC Agreement A legally-binding contract between a “Company” (software startup / vendor) and 

“Customer” that outlines the details of an upcoming POC. 

POC Period The time span in which “Company” agrees to provide the “Customer” their service 

or product as part of a POC.  

Conversion Period 
The short time span (~3 months) after the POC is complete, during which good faith 

negotiations take place between the “Company” and “Customer” about a continued POC 

or full-term contract. 

Auto Renew Signals that the POC Agreement will renew (repeat) once it has reached its original 

terms of agreement.

Limitations The service or product usage limitations within the POC (ie. Number of users) as 

defined by the “Company.” 

Master Services 
Agreement (MSA) 

A legally-binding contract between a “Company” (software startup / vendor) and 

“Customer” that outlines the details of a full-term service agreement (not POC). This is the 

definitive agreement for the provision of "Company's" product or service.



PRICING & SUCCESS CRITERIA

While many POCs are , a POC pricing model will vary from company to 

company and customer to customer. Consider how many resources will go into 

the initial implementation. It may make sense to charge a one-time, nominal fee 

to cover the cost of implementation. Other things to consider, include: 

free

Pricing
Outline  your solution will provide to 

determine if the POC was successful. Make sure these are within the control of 

your product and the customer (vs. outside factors or timelines). Criteria can 

include: 

 5-10 material features and functionalities

Success Criteria

Improved productivity 

Increased cost savings 

Improved quality 

Better scalability

More rapid deployment 

Better compliance

How will you price? Is your product usage-based, term-based, data-

usage-based, etc.?

Changing a small POC fee helps gain customer buy-in and incentive.

You never want to lose money on a POC.

This is a great time to experiment! POCs are relatively short and pricing 

can be adjusted on the next POC.



STANDARD TIMELINE & AUTO RENEW

The customer will need enough 

time to evaluate the product, so 

make sure your POC period is 

just long enough to get the 

product running and prove your 

success criteria offered.

Setting up an auto renew is a balance between satisfying the customer’s needs, while gunning for a full-term contract. 

Auto Renew

Benefits: The customer gets more time to effectively evaluate your product.  

Downsides: The contracting process is heftier up front and the customer might be taking advantage of the free / cheaper POC (vs. signing the more expensive MSA).

POC Period

Option 1: Conversion Period  

Up to 3 months of negotiation

Option 2: Auto Renew  

3 - 6 months

Option 3: Master Service Agreement / Full Term Contract 

Ongoing

3 - 6 Months



Insert description of SaaS 
offering

Remove if inapplicable for POCs 

Remove if inapplicable for POCs 

Insert any usage limitations 
such as number of users

Customize based on applicable 
fees and payment terms

Confirm duration of POC as well 
as the concept of a 
conversation period whereby 
the customer can continue to 
access / use the SaaS services 
while the parties negotiate a 
definitive agreement. 
Alternatively, you can have the 
POC and this Order terminate 
at the end of the POC Period. 

SAAS POC 
AGREEMENT 
TEMPLATE 



SAAS POC 
AGREEMENT 
TEMPLATE 



SAAS POC 
AGREEMENT 
TEMPLATE 

Confirm applicable to POCs

This form assumes a SaaS offering POC; 
if another deployment model (ie. on-prem 
or private cloud) is contemplated, many 
IP and IT-related provisions would need 
to be updated

Confirm use case

Confirm applicable to POCs

Confirm use case

Recommended disclaiming all warranties/
SLAs/etc., which can be negotiated at the 
definitive agreement stage

This form assumes no PII will be 
processed during the POC; However, if 
that is not the case, even at the POC 
level, customers may insist on 
information security and data privacy 
provisions 

Recommended limiting the Company’s 
liability to fees paid and not including any 
indemnification obligations, which such 
risk allocation provisions can be 
negotiated at the definitive agreement 
stage



There should always be an NDA in 
place before a POC agreement is 
negotiated; Alternatively, this 
would need to be replaced with a 
standard confidentiality provision

Include the state where Company 
is headquartered or neutral 
covering law, such as Delaware, 
NY, or CA

SAAS POC 
AGREEMENT 
TEMPLATE 

D o w n l o a d  P O C  A g r e e m e n t  T e m p l at e

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8gp4hngk8d4a8p4/POC%20Agreement%20Template.pdf?dl=0


THANK YOU 
Work-Bench is an enterprise venture capital firm based in New York City. We lead 
$3M - $6M Seed and Seed II rounds in enterprise SaaS startups throughout the 
country. We are laser-focused on supporting early-stage startups on all things go-
to-market and have built a dynamic enterprise tech community in New York City 
and beyond.   

Sign up for the Work-Bench Enterprise Weekly Newsletter, to stay up-to-date on 
all things enterprise tech with 18K+ subscribers. 

www.work-bench.com /work_bench hello@work-bench.com

and many more
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